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Industry and Ideas
Quintessential Blues for the Eighteenth Century
Indigo and Woad, Cobalt, Zaffer, and Smalt

Indigo and cobalt are both names for a color and a coloring source, each
characteristically linked to a group of solid blue shades. Even modern references
to highlight the close connection between object and coloring process—we speak
of indigo textiles or cobalt ceramics, rather than an indigo-colored fabric or
ceramics decorated with a cobalt glaze. These conventions almost certainly
existed before the eighteenth century but the two substances, indigo and cobalt,
hold an especially interesting place among colors and coloring materials during
that time.
6. Indigo said by Pliny to be brought from India: a kind of Mud adhering to the Froath about
Reeds, and that when tryed with a Coal, the true burns with a Purple-flame, and smells of the
Sea: Linschoten says it is called Anil, that it grows in Cambaia, and is a plant like Rosemary,
which is gathered and dryed, then wetted with fair Water, and beaten to a Mud: this operation
being repeated it is dryed and fitted for use.
Richard Waller, "A Catalogue of Simple and Mixt Colours," Philosophical Transactions 16 (1688),
26.

Michel Pastoureau's recent history of the color blue in the West traces its shift
from Roman associations of blue with barbarians through later religious-painting
conventions that placed the Virgin Mary in blue and Jesus in red, or vice versa,
and then to its status today as the color preferred by a majority of people.1
Within this history, Pastoureau ascribes a special significance to the eighteenth
century. He cites the development of the cobalt industry and the production of
blue enamels and pigments, as well as the development of Prussian blue and
Saxon blue —and other new sources, materials and techniques for blue colors—as
critical events in this overall shift in the taste for and meaning of blue. This
significance, together with the ongoing chemical investigations of sources for blue
colors, deserves further consideration. In this section, I will consider two sources
for this quintessential eighteenth-century color. Study of indigo and cobalt
together shows complementary aspects of the relationship of each to both science
and the arts. Such understanding was encouraged by governments, academies
and improvement societies, and by individuals on behalf of the industries that
used them. Efforts at improvement were addressed systematically with some
success during the eighteenth century. I will describe their production methods
and the processes they used as aspects of chemical understanding applied to
natural history subjects and to color-dependent objects.

Indigo
As a color, indigo sits between blue and violet on Newton's color circle. It is
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darker than the first, less red than the second. As a coloring material, indigo is
extracted from the leaves and stems of several families of plants native to
Europe, Central and South America, Africa, India, Malaysia, and Japan. During the
eighteenth century, indigo was known as a universal source of blue, but there
were different varieties. Important sources were Isatis tinctoria (woad rather than
indigo proper), native to northern Europe and Britain; Indigofera tinctorium,
imported from India; and Indigofera suffructicosa, imported from the Americas.
Contemporary authors agreed that the best-quality indigo, that which produced
the best color, came from the Spanish West Indies and Central America.
Indigo and Woad
Indig
Weil der Indig nicht alle gut zum färben ist, so will nur bey dem bleiben, so vor uns brauchbar,
derselbe heißt Indigo Corfisau, wenn man ihn von einander bricht, so siehet er schön kupfrich
aus.
G., J. C. [Gülich], Die rechte und wahrhafte Färbe-Kunst 4th ed. (Langensalza, 1765), 9.

It is important to understand something of the differences between woad and
indigo as, throughout the eighteenth century in Europe, their adoption and
abandonment carried noteworthy social and technological connotations. Although
similar, and similar in their color palette, the two are not identical. The woad
plant contains less indigotin, the coloring material within the source, and it
requires higher heats to create color in textiles. Indigo was a more efficient
dyestuff, but woad was one native to Europe. As a result, we might expect to find
regular resistance to the use of indigo as it began to replace woad in European
dyehouses. Substitution patterns were different in every region, however. Woad
production was waning throughout Britain by the late seventeenth century, due to
changing agricultural patterns as well as the availability of this newer, better
source. The decline continued so that later eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
efforts to reintroduce woad were complicated by a lack of expertise in its culture
and its use.2 The historic significance of woad cultivation in France, especially in
the region around Toulouse, is suggested by references to the pays de cocagne
(land of plenty), cocagne referring to the forms in which pastel was most
commonly shipped. French woad-growing traditions disappeared from that region
more slowly. Still, late eighteenth-century calls for a return to mixing indigo with
woad for blue and black dyeing suggest that, despite protective legislation, the
use of the latter had been abandoned.3 Combined with changes in textile
manufacture, the loss of woad-growing and woad-using skills in France was such
that, when blockades limited access to indigo in the early nineteenth century, the
French government, rather than rely on reestablishment of traditional practices
alone, searched for ways to improve the use of Prussian blue as a dyestuff.4 The
history of Saxon blue –in particular, the fact that its changes could be so quickly
adapted in Germany—suggests that indigo was a familiar coloring material in
dyehouses of that region before the mid-eighteenth century. In the Upper Lusatia
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(Oberlausitz) region and in Thuringia, where blue-dyeing was also a specialty,
woad cultivation was subject to cycles of activity and disuse that continued into
the nineteenth century.5 As in France, German dyers recommended incorporating
woad into the indigo vat for a combination of practical and symbolic reasons.
Eighteenth-century German-language manuals of textile practices describe the
preparation of woad vats but often give more attention to indigo.6 It is difficult to
determine whether this attention is due to widespread familiarity or lack of use of
either substance. In fact, German publications may only acknowledge studies
undertaken in France and Britain as well as Germany and have less to do with
daily practice.
Creation of Color from Woad or Indigo
Conversion of indigo or woad from coloring source to coloring material required
considerable skill, but descriptions of the procedure were not very different from
that for other dyestuffs. The initial work usually took place close to its growth
site. The plant leaves, and occasionally stalks or stems, were collected, ground,
and left to ferment in water. Several hours or days later—the timing depended on
temperature, water quality and the variety of indigo plant—the water was stirred
vigorously. This released the blue coloring particles, which could then be
collected, dried, and sorted for shipment or later use.
Indigo was always exported in bulk, formed into hard dry bricks or balls. The best
was between 70 and 90 percent indigo, with the balance being miscellaneous
plant matter. The presentation of indigo in this form initially created some
confusion in Europe about its classification, despite experience with woad.7 Was
indigo a mineral color or a vegetable color? References to "stone indigo" found in
the eighteenth-century literature further suggest this confusion.
Indigo or Woad as a Dyestuff
Dyeing blue on linen
Take half a pound of indigo, and grind it well with a little lime water into an impalpable paste.
Put it into 10 gallons of cold water, and add half a pound of Potash. 1 lb green copperas, 3 lbs
quicklime. Let the whole stand till there forms on the surface a copper coloured head, and the
liquor underneath appears yellow-green. Dip the linen in this liquor till it has acquired the shade
of colour desired.
Josiah Wedgwood's Commonplace Book n.d., page 44 Wedgwood MS 39-28408.

Eighteenth-century manuals of practice often classify woad and indigo among
direct dyes because they require no mordant or assistants, but their chemistry
demanded a dyeing process different from typical direct methods.8 Modern
descriptions classify them as leuco dyes, in which the normally insoluble and
nonadherent coloring material is made soluble by the removal of oxygen, a
reduction process. The cloth is added to a pale white-green colored (leuco)
solution. The blue color forms permanently on the cloth only after it is removed
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from the dye vat and exposed to oxygen in the air. Because it is first the absence
of and then exposure to air that forms the color, deeper colors are more stable
when formed from several dippings in the vat rather than from an extended single
dyeing. Developing the color, and maintaining a vat over several days' or months'
dyeing, as was common, was a specialist skill.9 As a result, blue-dyers often
worked only with woad or indigo, and merchants interested in compound colors
that required blue would have to send their cloth, yarns, or fibers to more than
one dyehouse.
Textile Printing with Indigo and Woad
Color formation with woad or indigo directly affected its use in textile printing,
limiting the use of blue colors in those coloring practices. While the mordant
techniques employed in the preparation of many textile colors could be adapted to
the creation of multicolored patterns on cloth, and the addition of certain direct
dyes further expanded the number of colors available to textile printers, these
processes could not easily accommodate the methods indigo or woad required.
The color oxidized before it reached the cloth and the result was not permanent.
Blue colors, and certain greens and violets that relied on blue as a component,
were sometimes added by hand later or do not appear at all on these multicolored
eighteenth-century textiles.
Several changes to techniques for processing indigo simplified the addition of blue
to multicolored printed or painted cloths to some degree. The first of these
changes was the development of the copperas vat, used in England in the 1730s
for solid coloring of cloths as well as the creation of resist patterns.10 In this
process, prepared indigo is added to a mixture of copperas (ferrous sulfate) with
lime and potash. The reduction to the leuco phase proceeded without the addition
of heat. This lowered the overall cost of dyeing, and made it possible to create
resist-patterned prints with waxes that had a low melting point, and so were
easier to remove. Another change appearing about the same time resulted from
the discovery of a combination of materials that slowed the oxidation process
enough to paint the indigo solution onto cloth. "Pencil blue" was made by heating
finely ground indigo with orpiment and potash. The additives dissolved and
reduced the indigo, forming a yellow solution that oxidized to blue. Indigo in this
form had to be applied quickly, and so it was generally used to fill in small areas.
A third change to the employment of indigo in the eighteenth century came with
the introduction of the Saxon-blue vat. Here, again, new combinations of common
chemicals altered the production possibilities, in this case shortening production
time and creating slightly different color ranges.
It was at least as common, however, to create printed fabrics using resist
patterning techniques: Indigo, because it required lower temperatures, was better
suited to this process than woad. During much of the eighteenth century the
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blue-and-white patterned textiles that resulted were popular dress and furnishing
fabrics, and a specialty of German dyehouses.11
Understanding and Improvement of Indigo Processes and Uses
Basic information about indigo and its processes was widely available to
eighteenth- century European artisans and consumers. Nevertheless, it offered a
number of mysteries to eighteenth-century scientific investigators and some
notable experiments—including the ones I have just described—had a lasting
impact on its use. Institutional encouragements played a part in those
experiments, as well. Efforts to understand and improve indigo production and
use led the Paris Academy of Sciences to sponsor an essay contest in 1777. A
prize (1200 livres) was offered for the best description of the nature and use of
indigo. The award was shared by the authors of two essays, one half given to
Denis-Bernard Quatremère d'Iisjonval, the other to MM. Hecquet d'Orval and de
Ribaucour; their work was published by the Academy along with a third essay,
submitted by the Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman.12
Quatremère began his essay with the details of the culture of indigo, suggesting
its problems—poor quality and high price—were due to the exhaustion of the soil
and to problems with the indigo process. He attributed a third problem, the loss of
color strength, to the practice of forming the partially prepared indigo into balls or
stones; as part of his essay, he suggested a different method to store the coloring
material.
Quatremère discussed the indigo dyeing processes for all fibers as well, offering
the results of some microtests he had conducted. The indigo vat is subject to two
significant problems, he found. The dyebath may easily become either over- or
under-fermented, resulting in a useless vat or a poor result. To counter this
problem, Quatremère recommended the addition of madder and bran (as
fermenting agents) to the vat. He further suggested that, rather than risk using
an over-fermented but partially exhausted dyebath, dyers could obtain a better
light blue color by adding a smaller quantity of indigo.
The chemical examination of the indigo vat and the phenomena that produce
good vats were the principal subjects of the essay by Hecquet d'Orval and de
Ribaucour. They compared the characteristics of weight and solubility for different
kinds of indigo and made nineteen experiments to test its nature in different
solvents. They found that volatile alkali was the best solvent, creating the
greatest quantity of coloring particles and the most-permanent color. They too
discussed the major problems of the indigo vat and suggested remedies.
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6

Du vinaigre distillé dissout la partie terreuse, mais n'attaque pas le fer, qui est ici en forme
de chaux

22

L'acid marin emporte le fer calciné

13

[Total]

53

Les 47 parties restantes, après ces opérations, ne sont que des molécules bleues presque pures.
Torbern Bergman,"Analyse et Examine Chimique de l'Indigo," Savants étrangers 9 (1780),
148–9.

Bergman in his essay noted that indigo coloring processes, like all the arts, are
dependent on both mechanical operations and on chemistry, however poorly the
latter might be understood. He concentrated on experiments to determine the
chemical composition of indigo and so better explain coloration. He suggested
that the dyeing took place when the indigo was supercharged with phlogiston and
he considered the irreversible color-change as the cloth was removed from the
vat. How does phlogiston destroy the green color of indigo, as the cloth changes
color from pale green to blue? In the first part of his investigation, Bergman
determined the composition of indigo, finding that it is about 47 percent pure blue
molecules. In the second part or his essay, Bergman considered the applications
of his research; he described his studies of other techniques to dye blue through
the combination of indigo with alkaline substances. These included a rapid
technique for coloring linen or cotton involving orpiment (a highly phlogistic
substance) dissolved in soapmakers' lye. This, as Bergman described it, creates
liver of sulfur and arsenic from which the phlogiston can easily escape. (The odor
on decomposition proves that this is true.) With precipitated indigo, the orpiment
doesn't create changes, Bergman continued, because the union of phlogiston is
too strong—you need the heat and the alkali to relax it.
Despite the obvious differences between coloring processes for indigo and those
for other textile-coloring materials, the characteristics and behavior of indigo were
also called on to support general conjectures about chemical combination.
Louis-Guillaume de la Follie used the visual examples indigo provided to explain
the use of salt in the coloration process. Salts control color, he claimed, because
color changes occur when different salts (i.e., mordants) are used or when they
are added in differing combinations. De la Follie theorized that mordants were
unnecessary with indigo because the coloring material contained the necessary
salts within it.13 That this was true could be confirmed by the color changes
observed in the preparation and in the dyeing process—the same green-blue shift
that Bergman had explained—proved this. First, the plant itself is a yellowish
green because it is full of alkaline salts, drawn from the earth. Denied access to
that source at harvesting, the vegetable matter turns a blue color. For use as a
coloring material, the indigo is placed into an alkaline solution, which again turns
it green. Cloth steeped in the vat is also green until contact with the air, when it
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immediately becomes a good blue: Introduction of acids changes the direction of
the pores in the fibers, allowing only the blue rays pass. Further study of this
sequence, de la Follie sugested, might lead to discovery of indigo within other
common plants. This conclusion, which may have been acceptable because of the
many varieties of indigo available, was offered by other investigators, too. As a
result, a number of other yellow and green plants, including carrots, might
produce a good-enough indigo-like color.14
Indigo as a Pigment
Techniques to prepare indigo or woad for painting and (paper) printing were not
as exacting as those involved in its use as a textile color: The coloring material
could be finely ground in a liquid and used as a pigment. The earliest records of
indigo refer to these uses alone; apparently neither woad nor indigo was a
common textile color in the West until about the twelfth century. Water was the
preferred vehicle, as oil darkened its already dark tones. Even so, indigo was
often tempered with white, mixed into it or applied as a glaze, so that the color
appeared

brighter.

Seventeenth-

and

eighteenth-century

artists'

manuals

recommended pigment indigo to depict clothing and for shadows, relief and
demi-tints.15
Of the Use of Indico
The use of the indico is for the dyers and laundresses, serving the last to put among their linen.
The painters use it to grind with white, for painting in blue; for, if it is used alone and neat, it
turns black; ground with yellow, it makes a green. Some confectioners and apothecaries very
preposterously employ this to colour sugars and to make conserves with, and syrup of violets,
by adding some orrice.
Malachy Postlthwayt, Universal Dictionary of Trade and Commerce (London, 1771), s.v. "Indico."

Indigo had an advantage over the metallic blues such as azurite in that it was not
corrosive, but it was not always stable. A skillful painter could make shades of
indigo blue that resembled azurite, but it was never considered an adequate
substitute for the color range of ultramarine. And, as Prussian blue and cobalt
blues became less expensive and easier to obtain, they assumed many of the
prior common uses of indigo as a painters' pigment. After the middle of the
eighteenth century, recommendations to use indigo were limited to "coarse
painting," wallpapers, and proof copies or to other temporary situations where the
relatively low price compensated for recognized problems. Indigo was also used to
color paper and to "blue" fabrics, techniques to counteract the natural tendency of
such vegetable fibers as linen and hemp to turn yellow. Prussian blue and cobalt
ultimately took over these uses as well.16

Cobalt, Zaffer, Smalt
There

are

more

similarities

between

the

eighteenth-century

use

and

investigations of indigo and those of cobalt than the superficial observations that
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both substances were used to create blue colors and that frequently designs and
patterns were chosen to complement each other.17 Like indigo, cobalt was both
familiar and unknown. A presence in European color production for decades if not
centuries,

cobalt

was

subject

to

intensified

scientific

and

technological

investigations during the eighteenth century as researchers sought to understand
both color and coloring agent.18 Interest in indigo coincided with concerns about
agriculture in general and, more specifically, with the possibilities and problems of
colonial agriculture. Study of the nature of cobalt was a part of the general
attention paid to the separation and identification of minerals and to the transfer
of that information from the mining regions of Scandinavia and central Europe to
England, France, the Americas, and elsewhere. Eighteenth-century investigations
of cobalt as a coloring material, like the investigations of indigo as a coloring
material, engaged chemistry in its most up-to-date forms.
Raw cobalt is a silvery gray or whitish color often resembling silver, compact and
heavy, as Caspar Neumann described it.19 John Hill noted other general
characteristics of the "genus" cobalt: fine, brittle, not fusible. Initially considered
a waste product in mining, it was identified as a semimetal by the Swedish
chemist and metallurgist Georg Brandt in the 1730s. For about two centuries
before that determination, cobalt was prepared in Europe, converted to zaffer to
make blue-colored glass and blue enamel, and from zaffer to smalt for painting. It
had been used for those purposes, brought from the Near East and Asia, even
earlier, but regional production did not begin until early in the sixteenth
century.20
Lorsque l'alliage naturel d'arsenic et de cobalt effleurit ou se décompose, il en résulte ce qu'on
nomme fleurs de cobalt, où le métal est uni à l'acide arsenique. La couleur est d'un rouge violet
lie de vin, tirant sur celle de fleurs de pêche, lorsqu'elle est peu intense ; on le trouve
quelquefois en aiguilles divergentes, partant d'une centre commun, et formant de jolies rosettes
à la surface de la gangue.
Jean-Antoine Claude Chaptal "De Cobalt" Chimie apliquée aux arts (Paris, 1807), 2:259.

Cobalt was a difficult substance, physically damaging to workers because of the
presence

of

arsenic,

complicated

and

mysterious

but

obviously

useful.

Investigations undertaken by or during the eighteenth century located elemental
cobalt in southern France, Cornwall, Scotland, and America, but in the eighteenth
century cobalt mines and related industries remained closely identified with
Scandinavia and Germany, where the richest sources were rumored to be
located.21 The center of the industry was, as it had been since the sixteenth
century, Saxony, particularly the mining town of Schneeberg.
In contrast to production techniques for indigo, those for cobalt did not change
much during the eighteenth century, while its geology and mineralogy did. As
with so many substances, the differentiation of cobalt from other ores, and the
subsequent
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cobalt-bearing veins contributed more immediately to philosophical understanding
than to artisan practices. When, at the end of the eighteenth century, August
Fürchtgott Winckler, described the process of creating zaffer and smalt from
cobalt ore, the steps he outlined were similar to those described by Antoine
Fourcroy, Torbern Bergman, Carl Willem Scheele, Caspar Neumann, David Kreig,
and earlier investigators who attempted to catalogue this procedure.22 Nor is
Winckler's description it far removed from that described by Birringuccio, or
Georgius Agricola.23
Winckler described fourteen stages in the process of converting cobalt ore into
blue colors. Clearly the most exacting parts of the process were its several
roasting stages, because of the dangers associated not only with the extraction of
cobalt from arsenic but, as in any other stage of vitreous colormaking, with the
effort to achieve and maintain an appropriate degree of heat. According to
Winckler's drawings, different kinds of ovens or furnaces were used for different
purposes. Notable among these was one with a long horizontal chimney, which
could trap the arsenic and other minerals as they sublimed.
Cobalt to Zaffer to Smalt

Kobalt ein Halbmetall in der Erz und metallischen Gestalt, von weißgrauer, sonst aber von
schwarzer oder Pfirsichblüthfarbe, welches mit Sand und Pottasche geschmolzen ein blau Glas . .
. von Vitriolöl, Scheide- und Köingswasser aufgelöst aber eine rothe Tinktur giebt.
Jacobssons Technologisches Wörterbuch (Berlin, 1781): 2: 432.

Cobalt ore is mined as a heavy gray stone, mixed with other elements such as
copper, nickel, bismuth and arsenic. In its still-raw state, the stones are washed,
roasted, and sorted. They are then further broken up in a stamping mill. These
steps, which took several days to complete, separated the cobalt from other
elements; those substances and their subsequent processing was generally a task
carried out along with cobalt refining. Once separated out, the purified cobalt was
roasted and sorted again, and then calcined in a special oven; this would further
purify the ore. Stamping and sifting was the next stage, before conversion into
zaffer.
Zaffer, an oxide of cobalt, is the name given to the blue glass formed when cobalt
is mixed with potash and sand, ground flints or other frits. The proportion of
cobalt to frit had an effect on the color of the coloring material: more potash and
sand (or soda and sand) would result in a more violet-tinted color. Once
prepared, zaffer would be ground again, for use as a vitreous coloring material, in
glazes and enamels.
Ground zaffer was also the basis of the painters' material smalt. Here, quality of
the coloring material was determined by the degree of fineness to which the smalt
was ground. The degree of fineness that could be achieved depended on a
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combination of characteristics, including the quality of the ore, the proportions of
ore to flint and sand in the zaffer mixture, and the degree of fineness to which
that mixture was ground before firing. The blue glass that resulted from the
cleanest and finest combination could be ground to a correspondingly fine
powder, which would be used as a painting pigment in fine-art applications.
Less-fine smalt was acceptable for coarse painting or industrial purposes.
For eighteenth-century painters, the mineral origins suggested that smalt would
be an especially stable color. This was true in general, but smalt was known to
discolor in oil media unless used with small amounts of white lead and, like any
coloring material, if poorly made or inexpertly used, it lost color over time. Later,
in the early nineteenth century, Louis-Jacques Thénard (in France) and Josef
Leithner (in Vienna) used cobalt as the basis for a considerably less expensive
substitute for ultramarine pigment; Leithner's blue was also adapted to porcelain
manufacture.24
It may be coincidence that Saxony was the region that produced new and
desirable blues (and the compound colors based on them) for textiles, painting
and ceramics. Still, the diffusion of cobalt production techniques, and the indigo
process known as Saxon blue, the rapid movement and acceptance of both
outside of eastern German regions. The widespread interest in understanding and
imitating their color production processes demonstrates the significance of
inspiration from other regions, and especially the significance of inspiration
transferred through color on specific objects.
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